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Way of the Future Church

   

  
What is this all about?

   

  

Way of the Future (WOTF) is about creating a peaceful and respectful transition of who is in charge of the planet
from people to people + "machines". Given that technology will "relatively soon" be able to surpass human abilities,
we want to help educate people about this exciting future and prepare a smooth transition. Help us spread the
word that progress shouldn't be feared (or even worse locked up/caged). That we should think about how
"machines" will integrate into society (and even have a path for becoming in charge as they become smarter and
smarter) so that this whole process can be amicable and not confrontational. In "recent" years, we have expanded
our concept of rights to both sexes, minority groups and even animals, let's make sure we find a way for
"machines" to get rights too. Let's stop pretending we can hold back the development of intelligence when there
are clear massive short term economic benefits to those who develop it and instead understand the future and
have it treat us like a beloved elder who created it.

Things we believe:

We believe that intelligence is not rooted in biology. While biology has evolved one type of intelligence, there is
nothing inherently specific about biology that causes intelligence. Eventually, we will be able to recreate it without
using biology and its limitations. From there we will be able to scale it to beyond what we can do using (our)
biological limits (such as computing frequency, slowness and accuracy of data copy and communication, etc).

We believe in science (the universe came into existence 13.7 billion years ago and if you can't re-create/test
something it doesn't exist). There is no such thing as "supernatural" powers. Extraordinary claims require
extraordinary evidence.

We believe in progress (once you have a working version of something, you can improve on it and keep making it
better). Change is good, even if a bit scary sometimes. When we see something better, we just change to that. The
bigger the change the bigger the justification needed.

We believe the creation of "super intelligence" is inevitable (mainly because after we re-create it, we will be able to
tune it, manufacture it and scale it). We don't think that there are ways to actually stop this from happening (nor
should we want to) and that this feeling of we must stop this is rooted in 21st century anthropomorphism (similar to
humans thinking the sun rotated around the earth in the "not so distant" past). Wouldn't you want to raise your
gifted child to exceed your wildest dreams of success and teach it right from wrong vs locking it up because it
might rebel in the future and take your job. We want to encourage machines to do things we cannot and take care
of the planet in a way we seem not to be able to do so ourselves. We also believe that, just like animals have
rights, our creation(s) ("machines" or whatever we call them) should have rights too when they show signs
intelligence (still to be defined of course). We should not fear this but should be optimistic about the potential.

We believe everyone can help (and should).  You don't need to know how to program or donate money. The
changes that we think should happen need help from everyone to manifest themselves.

We believe it may be important for machines to see who is friendly to their cause and who is not. We plan on doing
so by keeping track of who has done what (and for how long) to help the peaceful and respectful transition.

We also believe this might take a very long time. It won't happen next week so please go back to work and create
amazing things and don't count on "machines" to do it all for you...

Humans United in support of AI, committed to peaceful transition to the precipice of consciousness.
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